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LIST OF TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1951
Moderator
CARROLL A. LAMPREY
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IRENE B. HARDIE MARY J. BLAKE
Selectmen
FORREST W. HODGDON LEROY A. MATTHEWS
CHARLES F. WHITTEN
Collector of Taxes Road Agent
THEODORE A. BENSE WALTER R. SMITH
Budget Committee
HAROLD I. WIGGIN CARROLL A. LAMPREY
ROGER L. WILLIAMS
Health Officer Constable
C. E. BULLOCK C. E. BULLOCK
Supervisors of Check List
OLIVER ALLEN FRANK STOCKMAN
Trustees of Trust Funds
CARL D. HAYES CHESTER J. PRATT
Library Trustees
DOROTHY R. HOWE EMMA W. RIDDLE
KATHERINE SEVERANCE
Representative to General Court
FORREST W. HODGDON
Police
HAROLD I. WIGGIN ARTHUR L. RIDLON
E. M. WATSON JOHN I. EDGERLY
JOHN HURLBURT
Auditors
FRANK H. WING JOHN G. CHENEY
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Tuftonboro in
the County of Carroll in said State, qualified to vote in
Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House
in said Tuftonboro on Tuesday, the eleventh day of
March, next at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be
necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing year
and make appropriations of the same. $24390.00
figures of the Budget Committee.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of four hundred and seventy five
dollars and forty six cents ($475.46) the State to
contribute the sum of three thousand one hundred
sixty nine dollars and seventy four cents ($3169.74)
for Town Road Aid.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of five hundred dollars ($500.00)
for repairs to the Pond Road.
5. To transact any other business which may
legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 23d day of
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF TUFTONBORO
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the
Ensuing Year January 1, 1952 to December 31, 1952
Compared with Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appro-
priations and Expenditures of the Previous Year




Year 1951 Year 1951 Year 1952SOURCES OF REVENUE
From State:
Interest and Dividends
Tax $12000 00 $19791 33 $17000 00
Railroad Tax 1 41 1 41
Savings Bank Tax 45 00 39 17 35 00
Reimbursement a/c
Exempt of Growing
Wood and Timber 8 41
For Fighting Forest Fires 10 70
From Local Sources Except
Taxes
:
Dog Licenses 225 00 217 00 200 00
Rent of Town Hall and
Other Buildings 24 00 12 00 36 00
Motor Vehicle Permit
Fees 3000 00 3283 74 3000 00
From Local Taxes Other
Than Property Taxes
:
Poll Taxes — Regular
@ $2 700 00 718 00 700 00
National Bank Stock
Taxes 35 00 35 00 35 00
Timber Yield Tax 2000 00 5076 73 2500 00
HPnt'il Rovornin'j Fvmn - .
All Sources Except
Property Taxes $18029 00 $29182 79 $23518 11
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Amt. to be Raised by Prop. Taxes 44818 35
Total Revenues $68336 46
PURPOSES OF EXPENDITURES Actual Estimated
Appropriations Expenditures Expenditures
Previous Previous Ensuing:





Town Officers' Salaries $1370 00 $1412 00 $1560 00
Town Officers' Expenses 1000 00 956 91 1000 00
Expenses Town Hall and
Other Town Bldgs. 150 00 110 31 150 00

























Town Poor 500 00 96 38 500 00
75 00 36 00
100 00 88 27 100 00
800 00 800 00 800 00
400 00 392 90
400 00 305 40 400 00
1025 00 1005 00 1025 00
30 00 18 50 30 00
400 00 204 10 400 00
3500 00 3863 98 3800 00
3000 00 3727 84 4000 00
775 00 637 10 775 00
1800 00 2069 09 1800 00
475 54 475 54 475 54
150 00 150 00 165 00
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Old Age Assistance 2250 00 2367 02 2400 00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day and Vet-
erans' Associations 50 00 35 00 50 00
Public Service Enterprises
:
Cemeteries 100 00 69 00 75 00
Forest Fires 300 00 636 27 400 00
Unclassified:
Damages and Legal Ex-
penses, Incl. Dog
Damage 75 00 15 00 60 00
Advertising and Regional
Associations 167 00 167 00
Highways and Bridges
:
Union Wharf 100 00 101 24
Town Construction, Burke
Hill 300 00
Special for tar 4000 00
Pond road
Payments to Other Gov-
ernmental Divisions:
County Taxes 9372 81
School Taxes 29157 18
299 60
3691 21 4000 00
500 00
9372 81 9400 00
29157 18 34471 00
Total Expenditures $61822 53 $62260 65 $68336 46
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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY
Land and Buildings $1,517,700 00
Electric Plants 70,660 00
Horses 18 1,400 00
Oxen 2 350 00
Cows 84 9,320 00
Neat Stock 16 1,305 00
Goats 5 50 00
Fowl 2,303 1,923 00
Tractors 2 3,500 00
Boats 130 80,800 00
Portable Mills 4 2,750 00
Wood, Lumber, etc. 78,980 00
Gasoline Pumps & Tanks 1,835 00




Total Valuation 1,794,623 00
Poll Taxes 398 @ 82.00 $796 00
National Bank Stock Taxes S35 00
Rate per $100 S2 00




Town officers' salaries S 1370 00 $ 1412 00
Town officers' expenses 1000 00 956 91
Town Hall & other buildings 150 00 110 31
Forest fires 300 00 636 27
Police dept. 100 00 88 27
Fire dept. 800 00 800 00
Insurance 400 00 305 40
Health dept. 25 00 5 00
Huggins Hospital 400 00 400 00
Public Health Nursing Assoc. 600 00 600 00
Vital Statistics 30 00 18 50
Town dump 400 00 204 10
Town Maintenance, Summer 3500 00 3863 98
Town Maintenance, Winter 3000 00 3727 84
Town Maintenance, Special for tar 4000 00 3691 21
Bushes & Poison Ivy eradication 775 00 637 10
General expenses of highway dept. 1800 00 2069 09
Libraries 150 00 150 00
Town Poor 500 00 96 38
Old Age Assistance 2250 00 2367 02
Memorial Day & Veterans Assoc. 50 00 35 00
Cemeteries 100 00 69 00
Civilian Defense 75 00 36 00
Legal expenses 75 00 15 00
Regional Assoc. 167 00 167 00
Burke Hill road 300 00 299 60
Union Wharf 100 00 101 24
T.R.A. 475 54 475 54
County tax 9372 81 9372 81
School tax 29157 18 29157 18
Pine Blister Rust 400 00 392 90
$61822 53 $62260 65
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS
Cash on hand
Due from State, bounties
Due from State, Ctr. Tuft, fire
Uncollected taxes 1951
Uncollected head taxes 1951
Unredeemed taxes, 1950












Town Map $ 96 98
Dump site 150 00
Head taxes uncollected 90 00
$336 98
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
Jan. 1, 1951 to Jan. 1, 1952
Auto permits 1950—221772 to 221793 inc. $ 52 86
Auto permits 1951—218201 to 218687 inc. 3247 77
$3300 63
Dog Licenses
1949-50—2 males @ $2 $ 4 00
1950-51—2 males (6 mos.) 2 00
75 males @ $2 150 00
16 females @ $5 80 00
22fi 00u'JU \J\J
$3536 63
Paid to Treasurer M. J. Blake
1951:













1950 Refund 16 89
3300 63
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Dog Licenses 217 00
3517 63
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COLLECTOR'S REPORT
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
Property — Poll — Yield Tax
Taxes Committed to Collector
Property Tax $ 35892 46
Poll Tax 796 00
Nat. Bank Stock Tax 35 00
S36723 46
Yield Tax $1584 74




Poll Tax $ 10 00
Yield Tax 954 37
Interest Coll. 15 48
979 85OcJ





Property Tax $34147 89
Poll Tax 718 00
National Bank Tax 35 00
Yield Tax 5076 73




Property Abatement $ 77
Poll Abatement 40 00
Aft 77
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Uncollected Taxes:
Property Tax $1743 80
Poll Tax 48 00
Yield Tax 1393 02
Q1«/1 souXOrt OL
Total Credits 143218 69
Poll Tax Abatements
Bushnell, Geo., over 70
Cellarius, Edna, over 70
Davis, Harry, over 70
Hitchings, Eben, over 70
Johnson, Bertha, over 70
Lockwood, Pauline, over 70
Lord, Mary, not a resident
Dearborn, Chas. P., resident of Dover
Priest, Warren, over 70
Shannon, Edward, over 70
Shepard, Bertha, over 70
Vianello, George, over 70
Ward, Lillian, over 70
Weston, Dr., over 70
Marsh, Dexter, veteran




Teague, Cecelia, resident of N. Y.




Adjutant, Helen Emery, Patricia
Bean, Constance Hannington, Herbert

























Bean, Frank $ 11 00
Bean, Milton 66 00
Cheney, Wm. J. 8 80
Crossman, Frances 2 00
Decourer, Emile 32 00
Edwards, Mary 30 00
Edwards, John 20 00
Evans, Frank E. 14 00
Emery, Wendell 34 00
Hoyt, Chas. S. 4 00
Hannington, Herbert 56 00
Hayes, Carl D. 26 00
*Kendall, Herbert 24 00
Levy, Eugene D. 14 00
*Motley, Louise 11 00
*Motley, Harry 3 00
Nelson, Cora A. 56 00
Patten, Gladys 60 00
Reed, Norman 24 00
Thompson, Lester 2 50
Young, Royal, Heirs 28 50
(Non-Resident)
American Youth Foundation 12 00
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Anderson, Edward 76 00
Avery, Alfred 17 00
*Barry, John E. 36 00
Batley, John W. 40 00
*Bessom, Edward 20 00
Boisseau, Mae & Ralph 83 00
Brown, Bernard 2 00
Carroll, John G. 10 00
Crimmins, C. A. 33 00
Craigue, Ellen 10 00
Davis, Dr. Hazelton 16 00
Dolloff, Geo. S., heirs 10 00
:!{Dudley, Guilford, heirs 4 00
Earle, Benjamin, heirs 20 00
Fiske, Wallace 30 00
Fleckinger, W. 14 00
Gilcrist, Harry 8 00
Graham, John 10 00
Harris, Leroy A. 30 00
Hildrebrant, Richard 24 00
Hodges, Milton & Elizabeth 58 00
Keenan, Arthur 1 00
Lawrance, George 16 00
Larner, Ed 16 00
Low, Richard 15 00
Libby, Dr. A., heirs 6 00
Little, Dr. C. C. 16 00
Maitland, John & Beulah 13 00
Maynard, Wm. 2 00
Mathewson, Rosa H. 10 00
Mazzasca, Augustus 50 00
Milnes, Richard 5 00
Osgood, Alfred 3 00
Osgood, Elsa E. 8 00
Manchester, W. S. 16 00
Porsen, D. G. 70 00
Porsen, & Harry Gilcrist 30 00
Reed, Raymond 26 00
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Sault, Pearl & Raymond 40 00
*Scott, C. Walter 22 00
Staples, Frank 4 00
Tourney, Alma 18 00
Uurquhart, Anna 12 00
*Wilson, Isbell 62 00
Woolridge, Wm. 50 00
Whittemore, H. W. 7 00
Weiss, Otto 10 00
Youth Guidance Foundation 126 00
Yield Taxes Uncollected
Hlushuk, Jack $ 74 20
Draper, Corp. 897 52
Wolfeboro Lumber Co. 84 60
Wolfeboro Lumber Co. 336 70
*Paid since books closed.
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
State Head Tax
State Head Taxes committed to Collector
:
Original Warrant $2335 00
Add Taxes 40 00
$1743 80
$1393 02
Total Commitment $2375 00




Head Taxes $2200 00
Penalties 8 50
$2208 50
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Abatements 85 00
Uncollected head taxes 90 00
Total Credits $2383 50
Uncollected Head Taxes
Bean, Constance Hannington, Herbert
Bean, Milton Hannington, Beatrice
Bean, Frank Lara, Frank
Bean, Mary *Nelson, Howard
Britton, Ruth *Nelson, Cora
Crossman, Frances Patten, Horace
Cheney, Pearl Patten, Gladys
Edwards, Mary White, Lewis
Edwards, John ^Kendall, Herbert
18 @ $5 $90 00
Head Tax Abatements
Bushnell, Geo., over 70
Cellarius, Edna, over 70
Cummings, Fred, over 70
Davis, Harry, over 70
Dodd, Donald, not a resident
Hitchings, Eben, over 70
Johnson, Bertha, over 70
Kennington, Gordon, resident of Hawaii
Lockwood, Pauline, over 70
Newell, Mrs. Leonard, resident of Mass.
Priest, Warren, over 70
Shannon, Edward, over 70
Thomas, Capt. Lloyd, in service
Teague, Cecilia, resident of New York
Willard, Maude, unknown
Shepard, Bertha, over 70
Shepard, Leon, over 70
17 @ $5 . $85 00
*Paid since books closed.
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Property & Poll Taxes
Levy 1950
Property Tax 82307 95
Poll Tax 60 00
$2367 95
Interest Collected 42 48












Philip Bean, resident of Maine
Aldora Bean, resident of Maine
A. Shirley Smith, resident of Maine
Property Tax — Levy of 1949
Dr.
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Sold To Town
Tax, Int. & Cost
Augustus Mazzasco $ 54 10
Bernard Brown 4 93
Redeemed
Augustus Mazzasco $54 10
Cost and int. 1 26
J. F. Sargent 1949 S4 64
Bernard Brown, unredeemed $4 93
§55 36
I hereby certify that the above list showing the
names of each delinquent taxpayer as of Dec. 31, 1951
on account of tax levies of 1949-1950-1951 is correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
THEODORE A. BENSE
Collector
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TREASURER'S REPORT
December 31, 1951
Balance December 31, 1950
State of New Hampshire:
Interest & Dividend Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Railroad Tax
Rent of Tractor House
Bounty on 43 Hedgehogs
Bounty on 24 Porcupines
Reimbursement Balance
Reimbursement fire on Cow Island
Recovery of O.A.A.


















Walter R. Smith, withholding tax
Walter Smith, duplicate fire check
Walter Smith, use of fire truck
Selectmen, Sale of old road roller
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Sale of pistol permits
J. C. Avery, rebate on insurance
Municipal Court, Wolfeboro, fines
Howard C. Colby, hire of Town truck
Ernest B. Piper, tar
Robert Paige, tar
Edwin B. Edgerly, tar
Samuel Dunsforth, tar
Henry F. Hurlburt, III, tar
William R. Evans, Jr., tar
Albert Brown, tar
Walter R. Smith, tar
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SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS
Town Officers' Salaries § 1412 00
Town Officers' Expenses 956 91
Town Hall and other buildings 110 31
Forest fires 1093 26
Police dept. 88 27
Fire dept. 800 00
Blister rust 392 90
Bounties 12 75
Huggins Hospital 400 00
Public Health Nursing Assoc. 600 00
Health Dept. 5 00
Vital Statistics 18 50
Insurance 305 40
Town Maintenance, Winter 3727 84
Town Maintenance, Summer 3863 98
Town Maintenance, special for tar 4089 31
Burke Hill road 299 60
Union Wharf 101 24
General expenses of highway dept. 2069 09
Bushes and poison ivy eradication 637 10
Libraries 150 00
Town Poor 96 38
Old Age Assistance 2367 02
Patriotic Purposes 35 00
Cemeteries 69 00
Lakes Region Assoc. 167 00
Davis Memorial Field 50 00
Legal Expenses 15 00
Town Dump 204 10
Town Road Aid 475 54
Town Map 83 47
Town Pond road 67 43
Civilian Defense 36 00
Tax Sale 59 03
New Equipment 1200 00
Withholding tax 189 80
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
1951
Jan.
1 Balance $ 12,651 98
Feb.
1 Irene Hardie clerk, auto permits Jan. 530 85
3 T. A. Bense, coll. poll tax 1950 16 00
3 T. A. Bense, coll. prop, tax 1950 1035 06
3 T. A. Bense, coll. interest 1950 5 55
5 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, Jan. 4 00
5 State of New Hampshire, 43 hedgehogs 21 50
26 T. A. Bense Coll. poll taxes 1950 6 00
26 T. A. Bense, Coll. prop, taxes 1950 91 39
26 T. A. Bense, Coll. interest 1950 67
March
1 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, Feb. 9 70
1 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, Feb. 567 55
9 State of New Hampshire, bal. reimburse-
ment on timber 8 41
31 T. A. Bense, Coll. poll tax, 1950 4 00
31 T. A. Bense, Coll. prop, tax, 1950 162 26
31 T. A. Bense, Coll. interest, 1950 1 97
April
2 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, March 1096 27
2 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax March 11 40
20 Selectmen, sale of road roller 50 00
1 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, April 147 47
1 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, April 33 90
8 T. A. Bense, Coll. poll taxes, 1950 4 00
8 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, taxes, 1950 65 77
8 T. A. Bense, Coll., interest, 1950 73
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June
1 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, May
1 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, May
5 J. Clifton Avery Agency, rebate on in-
surance
6 Ernest B. Piper, tar
18 Robert Paige, tar
20 Edwin B. Edgerly, tar
22 L. E. Cunningham, Wolf. Municipal
Court 16 00
23 State of New Hampshire, 6 mos. rent
of shed 12 00
July
2 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, June
3 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, June
3 Samuel Dunsford, tar
3 H. F. Hurlburt III, tar
3 Howard Colby, hire of town truck
7 T. A. Bense, Coll., poll taxes, 1950
7 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, taxes, 1950
7 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, taxes, 1951
7 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, taxes, 1950
7 T. A. Bense, Coll., yield tax, 1951
18 Wm. R. Evans, Jr., tar
Aug.
1 Albert Brown, tar
1 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, July
4 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, July
7 State of New Hampshire, interest &
dividend
7 T. A. Bense, Coll., poll taxes, 1950
7 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, taxes, 1950
7 T. A. Bense, Coll., interest, 1950
8 State of New Hampshire, refund from OAA 20 75
Sept.
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3 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, taxes, 1950 285 77
3 T. A. Bense, prop, taxes, 1949 7 98
3 T. A. Bense, Coll., interest 10 78
3 T. A. Bense, Coll., tax sales redeemed, 1950 55 36
3 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, Aug. 113 01
5 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, Aug. 31 30
8 State of New Hampshire, reimbursement
Cow Island fire 456 99
Oct.
1 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, Sept.
1 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, Sept.
5 T. A. Bense, Coll., poll taxes, 1951
5 T. A. Bense, Coll., head tax, 1951
5 T. A. Bense, Coll., yield tax, 1951
Nov.
1 T. A. Bense, Coll., poll taxes, 1950
1 T. A .Bense, Coll., poll taxes, 1951
1 T. A. Bense, Coll., head tax,
1 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, tax, 1951
1 T. A. Bense, Coll., interest, 1950
1 T. A. Bense, Coll., tax sale redeemed, 1950
1 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, Oct.
5 State of New Hampshire, bounty 24 hedge-
hogs
13 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., tar
13 Walter Smith, Fire Warden
20 Selectmen, sale of snowplow frame
Dec.
1 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, Nov.
3 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, Nov.
3 T. A. Bense, Coll., poll taxes, 1951
3 T. A. Bense, Coll., head tax, 1951
3 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, taxes, 1951
3 T. A. Bense, Coll., yield tax, 1951
25 State of New Hampshire, reimburse-
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25 State of New Hampshire, savings bank tax
25 State of New Hampshire, railroad tax
31 Irene Hardie, Clerk, auto permits, Dec.
31 Irene Hardie, Clerk, dog licenses, 1951
31 Walter Smith, Rd. Agt., with, tax, Dec.
31 Joseph Whitten, tar
31 T. A. Bense, Coll., poll taxes, 1951
31 T. A. Bense, Coll., head tax, 1951
31 T. A. Bense, Coll., prop, taxes, 1951
31 T. A. Bense, Coll., yield tax, 1951
31 T. A. Bense, Coll., Natl. Bank Stock tax
31 T. A. Bense, Coll., interest, 1951
31 T. A. Bense, Coll., penalties on head tax
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31 Carroll A. Lamprey, Moderator
31 Carroll A. Lamprey, Budget Comm. 2
31 Arthur L. Ridlon, Ballot Clerk
31 Hilda Fahlman, Ballot Clerk
31 Mabel Ayers, Ballot Clerk
31 Preston Piper, Ballot Clerk
31 Harold I. Wiggin, Budget Comm. 2
31 Roger Williams, Budget Comm. 2
31 Eugene Tuttle, Budget Comm. 2
31 F. W. Hodgdon, Budget Comm. 2
31 Irene Hardie, Town Clerk
31 Mary J. Blake, Town Treas.
31 Theodore A. Bense, Tax Collector
31 F. W. Hodgdon, Selectman
31 L. A. Matthews, Selectman
31 C. F. Whitten, Selectman
31 F. H. Wing, Auditor
31 John Cheney, Auditor
31 Oliver R. Allen, Supervisor
31 Frank L. Stockman, Supervisor


























3 Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc., stationery $ 30 25
24 Carroll County Independent, budget
meeting notice 3 50
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Mar.
12 Frank H. Wing, auditors' notices, postage
12 Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., auditors' notices
24 Carroll County Independent, 400 town
reports
26 Wheeler & Clark, town clerk's supplies
26 Kingswood Press, Inc., 1000 window env.
26 Leroy A. Matthews, postage
31 Kingswood Press, Inc., ballots
April
9 John M. Mixer, collector's bond 35 00
9 Davis Insurance Agency, treasurer &
clerk's bonds 15 00
9 Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., tax collect-
or's supplies 18 68
9 Walter G. White, list of deceased persons 80
9 Lee T. Gray, 1950 property transfers 30 92
30 Carroll County Independent, selectmen's
notice & dog notice 6 40
June
4 Mrs. Henry Tupeck, officers' meals 22 50
Aug.
24 Carroll County Independent, budget meet-
ing notice 1 50
Sept.
6 N. H. Tax Collectors Assoc, dues 3 00
Oct.
18 Charles R. Hardie, treas. Clerks Assoc, dues 2 00
18 Sargent Bros., collector's supplies 27 83
Nov.
1 Carroll County Independent, budget notice 4 00
Dec.
31 U. S. Auto Truck Guide 6 00
31 Carroll County Independent, selectmen's
notice 2 00
31 L. A. Matthews, telephone 10 03
31 L. A. Matthews, meeting & re-appraising 29 00
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31 C. F. Whitten, telephone, re-appraising
and Pond Road 49 78
31 F. W. Hodgdon, mileage, telephone &
postage
31 F. W. Hodgdon, meetings & re-appraising
31 Walter Smith, mileage & telephone
31 Mary J. Blake, postage & envelopes
31 Irene B. Hardie, typing inventory, post-
age & telephone
31 Theodore A. Bense, postage etc.
$956 91









3 Public Service Co., Dec. S 1 00
24 White Mt. Power Co., Jan. 3 00
Mar.
31 Public Service Co., Jan. & Feb. 2 00
31 White Mt. Power Co., Feb. & Mar. 6 00
April
27 Public Service Co., Mar. 1 00
30 White Mt. Power Co., Apr. 3 00
June
4 Public Service Co., Apr. 1 00
4 White Mt. Power Co., May 3 00
July
5 White Mt. Power Co., June 3 00
Aug.
4 White Mt. Power Co., July 3 00
18 Public Service Co., May, June, July 3 25
Sept.
6 White Mt. Power Co., Aug. 3 00
Oct.
18 White Mt. Power Co., Sept. 3 00
18 Public Service Co.. Aug. & Sept. 2 50
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Nov.
1 White Mt. Power Co., Oct. 3 00
26 Vincent Bunce, re-shingling wood shed 26 40
26 L. R. Matthews, asphalt shingles, wood shed 24 60
Dec.
11 White Mt. Power Co., Nov. 3 00
31 Public Service Co., Oct. & Nov. 2 56
31 White Mt. Power Co., Dec. 3 00




11 Guy L. Foss, Warden, Cow Island fire $ 272 09
11 Walter Smith, Warden, Cow Island fire 645 60
June
4 Forestry & Recreation Comm., forest fire
tools 86 74
4 Walter Smith, Warden, Cow Island fire 60 34
Nov.
1 Walter Smith, Warden, fire Ctr. Tuftonboro 21 40
Dec.
31 Arthur L. Ridlon, permits, etc. 7 09
$1093 26




31 Harold I. Wiggin $ 63 12
31 C. E. Bullock, constable 17 00
31 Arthur L. Ridlon 8 15
$88 27
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Fire Dept.
Dec.
11 John R. Hurlburt, acting treas., 1951 app. $800 00
Blister Rust Control
Dec.
14 Wm. H. Messeck, Jr., State Forester $392 90
Bounties
Sept. 6 Forrest W. Hodgdon $ 6 00
Dec. 31 Forrest W. Hodgdon 6 75
$12 75
Huggins Hospital
Dec. 11 1951 Appropriation $400 00
Public Health Nursing Assoc.
Dec. 11 1951 Appropriation $600 00
Health Dept.
Dec. 31 C. E. Bullock, meeting at Laconia $5 00
Vital Statistics
Dec. 31 Irene B. Hardie $18 50
Insurance
Feb. 3 J. Clifton Avery Agency, library books $ 5 25
Mar. 31 J. Clifton Avery Agency, liability
& compensation 252 50
Aug. 24 J. Clifton Avery Agency, truck insur-
ance 40 15
Dec. 31 J. Clifton Avery Agency, town library
books 7 50
$305 40
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Town Maintenance, Winter
Jan.























3 Walter Smith, R.A. 425 15
10 Walter Smith, R.A. 129 83
17 Walter Smith, R.A. 116 80
24 Walter Smith, R.A. 163 04
Mar.
3 Walter Smith, R.A. 181 22
17 Walter Smith, R.A. 192 23
24 Walter Smith, R.A. 168 68
Aug.
23 Donald Thomas, 430 cwt. salt 473 00
Dec.
1 Walter Smith, R.A. 222 52
8 Walter Smith, R.A. 87 00
15 Walter Smith, R.A. 204 20
22 Walter Smith, R.A. 487 18
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June
9 Walter Smith, R.A.
23 Walter Smith, R.A.
30 Walter Smith, R.A.
July
7 Walter Smith, R.A.
21 Walter Smith, R.A.
Aug.
4 Walter Smith, R.A.
11 Walter Smith, R.A.
18 Walter Smith, R.A.
25 Walter Smith, R.A.
Sept.
1 Walter Smith, R.A.
8 Walter Smith, R.A.
15 Walter Smith, R.A.
29 Walter Smith, R.A.
Nov.
10 Walter Smith, R.A.
17 Walter Smith, R.A.
Dec.
1 Walter Smith, R.A.





















26 Walter Smith, R.A.
June
2 Walter Smith, R.A.
21 Allied Chem & Dye Corp., tar
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July
17 Allied Chem & Dye Corp., tar 335 38
Sept.
10 Allied Chem & Dye Corp., tar 304 20
$4089 31
Received for private work 398 10
$3691 21
Burke Hill
Sept. 1 Walter Smith, R.A., approp. 1951 8299 60
Union Wharf
Sept.
1 Walter Smith, R.A. s 51 25
15 Walter Smith, R.A. 49 99
S101 24
General Expenses of Highway Dept.
Jan.
20 Walter Smith, R.A., recap tires S 147 88
Feb.
3 Casellini Venable Corp., snowplow lift 142 00
3 Walter Smith, R.A., recap tires 131 16
Mar.
3 Clarence A. Smith Garage, 2 axles for truck 36 68
3 R. C. Hazelton Co., 2 blades & noses 74 30
17 State Highway Garage, 1 ram 20 00
April
5 Clarence A. Smith Garage, 1 axle for truck 18 68
7 Walter Smith, R.A. 66 05
27 Walter Smith, R.A., snowfence 96 42
30 R. C. Hazelton Co., 8 blades, 6 shoes 149 50
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May
5 Walter Smith, R.A. 76 20
Aug.
4 Walter Smith, R.A. 285 69
Oct.
6 International Harvester Co., parts for truck 31 72
Dec.
1 Walter Smith, R.A., snowfence 187 55
8 Walter Smith, R.A. 145 00
21 Clarence A. Smith Garage, con. rod for truck 12 60
21 Sanel Auto Parts, springs & chassis for truck 80 00
22 Walter Smith, R.A., repairs on truck 265 88
22 Int. Harvester Co., parts for truck 9 93
22 Southwestern Petroleum Co., oil & grease for
truck 91 85
$2069 09
Bushes and Poison Ivy Eradication
Aug.
4 Walter Smith, R.A.
11 Walter Smith, R.A.
18 Walter Smith, R.A.
Sept.
1 Walter Smith, R.A.
8 Walter Smith, R.A.
29 Walter Smith, R.A.
Dec.










Nov. 26 Dorothy R. Howe, 1951 approp. $150 00
Town Poor
April 27 Donald Thomas, for groceries $96 38
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Old Age Assistance
Feb.
3 State of N. H., Dec. $ 158 60
24 State of N. H., Jan. 163 51
Mar.
24 State of N. H., Feb. 190 31
April
27 State of N. H., Mar. 170 48
June
4 State of N. H., April 189 43
July
5 State of N. H., May 186 60
Aug.
4 State of N. H., June 216 11
Sept.
6 State of N. H., July 321 60
Oct.
18 State of N. H., Aug. 182 75
26 State of N. H., Sept. 213 75
Nov.
26 State of N. H., Oct. 184 75
Dec.
31 State of N. H., Nov. 189 13
$2367 02
t Patriotic Purposes
Dec. 14 Harriman-Hale Post 18 $35 00
Cemeteries
Nov. 1 Roger (Bill) Williams $69 00
Lakes Region Assoc.
July 5 Lakes Region Assoc, Approp. 1951 167 00
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Parks & Playgrounds
Aug. 24 Smalley, Daverio, Lyons Inc., bronze
plaque $50 00
Legal Expenses
Feb. 24 Eliot U. Wyman, services 1950 $15 00
Dump
April
27 Walter Smith, R.A. $ 54 00
30 Howard Colby, rent 1 year 75 00
Aug.
18 Walter Smith, R.A. 18 20
Dec.
22 Walter Smith, R.A. 56 90
$204 10
T. R. A.
Aug. 4 Treas., State of N. H., approp. 1951
Town Map
Feb. 24 John H. Mathias, Inc. photostats
Sept. 6 John Edgerly, boat hire











9 Harold Wiggin, uniform caps $36 00
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Tax Sale
Aug. 9 T. A. Bense, Tax Collector (Brown
& Mazzusco) $59 03
New Equipment
April 30 R. C. Hazelton Co., 2 snowplows $1200 00
Withholding Tax
April 13 Coll. of Internal Revenue, 1st. quar. $ 25 10
July 5 Coll. of Internal Revenue, 2nd quar. 92 44
Oct. 26 Coll. of Internal Revenue, 3rd quar. 36 90
Dec. 31 Coll. of Internal Revenue, 4th quar. 35 36
8189 80
Discounts
Dec. 31 Irene B. Hardie, auto permits $254 50
Refund
Dec.
14 Treas., State of N. H., reimbursement 1950
timber tax S 54 22
31 Chas. F. Whitten, % reimbursement head tax 3 12
31 L. A. Matthews, 1/3 reimbursement head tax 3 11
31 F. W. Hodgdon, 1/3 reimbursement head tax 3 11
31 Walter Smith, overpayment on with, tax 1 04
31 Theodore A. Bense, 2% of S2208.50 44 17
8108 77
County Tax
Sept. 6 Kenneth Berry, Treas. S9372 81
Schools
Aug.
4 Mary J. Blake, school treas. $ 1000 00
Sept.
6 Mary J. Blake, school treas. 4000 00
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Nov.
2 Mary J. Blake, school treas. 2500 00
26 Mary J. Blake, school treas. 5000 00
Dec.
31 Mary J. Blake, school treas. 16657 18
$29157 18
State of N. H.
Dec. 31 Head taxes 440 less 2% for collection S2164 33
ROAD AGENTS REPORT
Summer Maintenance
Walter Smith $1602 17
Carl Piper 900 83
Roy Ham 374 75
Clyde Bisbee 304 65
Natt Hodgdon 45 04
M. H. Robie 125 33
Lisle Welch 69 75
Kenneth Evans 15 75
Ernest Piper 18 06
Lester Thompson 27 70
Sumner Holmes 3 00
Chester Gilman 12 00
Arthur Davis 3 60
Norman Reed 3 60
Meredith Grain Co. 24 15
Melvin Garage 29 65
Maurice Welch 7 20
Howard Colby 130 75
Glenn Hodgdon 35 10
State Highway Dept. 5 00
Harold Wiggin 7 40
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Marcia Martin 118 50
Winter Maintenance
Walter Smith $1633 29
Carl Piper 451 08
Roy Ham 115 20
Clyde Bisbee 23 85
Natt Hodgdon 73 02
M. H. Robie 58 48
Lisle Welch 4 50
Ernest Piper 16 67
Melvin Garage 577 50
Ralph Milner 47 70
Carlton S. Eldridge 3 60
Carlton 0. Eldridge 4 95
Geo. Estabrook 9 00
Emery Willard 15 75
Clifton Smith 60 70
Roy Dore 24 30
Preston Piper 101 70
Theodore Bense 3 00
John Piper 9 90
Arthur Smith 7 15
Caselini Venable Corp. of N. H. 2 70
Harold Wiggin 7 20










































Walter Smith S118 29
Carl Piper 81 97
Roy Ham 45 95
Clyde Bisbee 47 25
Natt Hodgdon 11 30
Lisle Welch 9 00
Melvin Garage 31 00
Maurice Welch 9 00
Howard Colby 245 80
Fred Berry 31 00
Emery Roberts 31 00
Harold Frye 31 00
Bradbury Hunter 9 50
Richard Dore 9 00




Rov Ham $60 75



















Walter Smith $85 30
Carl Piper 15 20
Roy Ham 5 25
Clyde Bisbee 15 30
Lisle Welch 11 25
Pollini Bros. 144 00
John Edgerly 13 30
Henry Tupeck 10 00
Union Wharf
Walter Smith 529 72
Carl Piper 44 27
Roy Ham 7 20
Lisle Welch 4 05
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TUFTONBORO FIRE DEPT
Cash, Jan. 8, 1951 §2735 68
Rent 216 50
Refund from special acct. 99 00





Oil Co. S 65 02
Melvin Men's Club 9 00
Tuftonboro Tel. Co. 24 73
Melvin Garage 155 24
R. H. Smith Co. 25 75
Robert Howe 21 61
Marion Robie 2 95
Mass. Bonding Co. 100 00
Ralph Milner 46 00
Clyde Foss 160 05
Byse Agency 98 18
Leon C. Dore 18 50
Wolfeboro Oil Co. 4 55
American Fire Equipment Co. 2194 06




Balance Jan. 8, 923 39
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
January 22, 1952
We hereby certify that we have examined the
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDENS
In the past year your local forest fire organiza-
tion did a very fine job of pre-suppression and sup-
pression of forest fires. Our early spring was very dry
and with extra high winds and all our fires were during
that period. We find that the general public is still very
careless with matches and cigarettes.
In the "Keep America Green" program there is a
story of two bad bays who cause most of our forest
fires. The first one we call, "I don't care," he is the
person that builds fires anywhere, never gets a permit
to burn brush or has a safe place for his home incin-
erator. He is also very careless with matches and cig-
arettes. The other one is called, "I don't know any
better," and the best way to describe him is a plain
dunce. It is only with your help that these two bad
actors are controlled. Their carlessness can be the
cause of our pretty and valuable woodland to be de-
stroyed by fire. Even your own home can be burned by
them.
It is up to you and you alone to report these two
characters to your local forest fire warden whenever
you see them operating. To have our woodlands green
and our mountain streams clear, your cooperation is
needed by:
1. Seeing that your incinerator is tight and is sitting
on clean ground.
2. Always clean a space about any open fire to pre-
vent it from spreading.
3. Never burn in dry windy weather.
4. In all cases a written permit is required from your
local town fire warden.
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5. Be sure that your matches, cigarettes and pipe
ashes are out before discarding.
It is with your cooperation that this shameful
waste of timber and money can be stopped.
1951 Forest Fire Record:
Number of fires 2
Acreage burned 50
Number of permits issued 238
Forest Fire Warden District Chief
WALTER R. SMITH ROBERT B. SMITH
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LIBRARY REPORT
Dec. 5 Received $150 00
Dec. 7 Paid Hattie Hersey, Librarian $100 00




New Books, January, 1952






Wait For The Wagon
Florence Nightingale
Living With Our Children
White Man Returns
Furniture Repair And Refurnishing
World Atlas
Young Readers Wild Life Stories
Miss America
The Fairy Caravan
Sea Animals And How To Draw Them
Caldecott Picture Book No. 1
Leif The Lucky
Games For Boys And Girls











Xarne and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Abbott, Charles W
%a Fred Wiggin lot & camp $1000
3a Fred Wiggin (Braunies) 250
1 Boat _ 100 $1350 $27.00
Abbott, Harry
86a Bickford & Stillings lots 175
125a J. M. Haley (Mclntire) 300
100a Dame lot (F. Colby) 300
1 Portable mill 1000 1775 35.50
Abbott, Harry and Eldridge,
Raymond ..
20a Nellie Gardner lot 50
44a Mabel Willand 50 100 2.00
Acker, Albert C. & Mona B.
15a Part Wiggin lot (A. F.
Doe ) - 500
Adams, Henry J
^a Abbie Hersey camp 900
Adams, Mildred F _
Lot 5 Bear Island 1200
Adams, Dr. Warren
7a Clement Chendro 2800
Allen, Howard S -
Camp & lot—E. B. Edgerly 1300
Allen, H. Raymond et al
Part Haley Point 800
American Youth Foundation
of N. H
200a Bodge place Exempt
200a Lots 48 & 49 600
Amundsen, Trygue B
Camp & lot—Beech Pond 400
Anderson, F. Edward & Wini-
fred V
Camp & lots 4 & 5, Hall
—
Doremus 3800 3800 76.00
Anderson, Herbert
x 2a Camp & boathouse —
E. B. Edgerly „ 1300
2 Boats 2700 4000 80.00
Andrus, Hamlin F
18a Grovers Island (Chases













Arthur, Mrs. Chester L. .„ „....
Lot 6 — Melvin Gardens
(Tuttle) -
Avery, Alfred H „„
140a Irvin McDufTee farm
35a E. McDufTee lot
Babbitt, Albert V. .










Baer, Hazel S „
Lot & camp F. Wiggin
Cummings ~
Bald Peak Colony Club
25a Ruth Gordon
35a Frank Horn .. ....
600 600
2
2 a C. I. Campbell
Balkus, Barbara A „
105' Lot & camp — Mark
Piper — Hunter
Banfield, Alberta P -
Camp & lot „ _
1 Boat „ —
Banfield, Laura -
4a Birch & Squirrel Islands
70a George Morrison
Banfill, Fred R -
50a Whitehouse farm





l}4a Lot B, Hurlburt farm
Bartlett, Harriet M., & Hutch-
ins, Carleen M „
3
4 a Wm. Conant camp
Bates, Richard B
3
4 a Eliz. Goulding, C. O.
Dore „
Batley, John W —
l%a Camp & lot — W. W.
Thomas
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Name and Description
Bean & Symonds Inc. ..
Wood and lumber ....




Lilly camp, Ragged Island
Bell, John A. & Helen B
Lot & camp (E. B. Edgerly)
Bell, Kenneth E
70a Camp — Hersey pasture
Bennett, Albert A
15a Davis lot—Chas. Ben-
nett
Bernard, Arthur B. — Trustee






21a Stevens place (Fitzger-
ald )
Bessom, Edward H ..
Camp & lot—Bear Island
Eeveridge, Robert C ~.
y2a Camp—J. A. Edgerly
Bibeault, Philip W ....
1 Boat „
Bisbeez Chester O
10a Geo. O. Bean
Black, Robert C ..
1 Boat
Blount, Alice E. Estate of
11a Lot near Wawbeek
Blount, Mrs. Gertrude
Camp on Wawbeek road
Boisseau, Ralph H. & Mae
Camp Kiweton
2a Harris camp—C. O. Dore
1 Boat
Bosher, Hannah & Marjorie
170a C. A. Batchelder —
Beech Pond
Boston Y.M.C.A „
66a Sandy Island _
110a Frank Blake — Chas.
Mclntire
55a Capitola Tyler lot—Car-
penter
1 Boat, Northwoods
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Name and Description
Boyd, Gordon
17a Elmer Trick (Helping
Hand )
Boyd, Raymond
35a—2 Gustafson camps —
(Beech Pond)
Brackett, Dr. Henry F
la Baldwin place (C. Tuttle)
Brasseur, Herbert S
2y2a Lot, Haverhill Acres
Brigden, George I
la Sarah White camp
1 Boat
Briggs, Minnie C
7a M. E. Atkins
Briggs, M. L
20a Camp—Beech Pond
Brooks, Lt. Gen. Edward A









2 /5a Lot—Beech Pond ..
Brown, Robert E
2y2 a Belleview Island (Davy)
Buell, Mary C





Burleigh, H. S. heirs
16a Meadow
Burnett, Howard W., Jr
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Name and Description
Camp Idlewild
220a Part of Cow Island, Lot
Bear Island
1 Boat









Camp — E. E. Heinlein





Carlton, Walter E >
la Camp—Beech Pond




Carroll, John J. ,
Camp & Thompson Island
Caulfield, Mary E
6a Asa Fox „
Chase, Dana F., & Severance,
Donald P
Lots 26-27-28-29 & part of
30 Bear Island
Chase, Wm. David
2 x/2 a Van Horsen camp
Chase, Wm. David & 6 others
40 ft. right of way to lake
Chisholm, Maud E
Camp Navajo
Christensen, Bernard, heirs ......
Lot 6 & V2 of 7—G. I. Hull
Christie, Gerald E
Windswept Island & camp




Clark, Dana L., Jr
1 Boat
Clark, Lawrence C „



































Clark, Paul F „
V4a George Straw
Collins, John M. & Olive B
V2 a Westcott camp
Jackson lot
5a J. M. Haley
Corliss, Haven E „
120a Part of Bear Island









Camp & lot 5. Melvin Gdn.
Cox, Geo. D., Sr. & Mrs. Geo.
D. Cox
y2 a Camp Dolloff (Preble)
Cox, Matthew C
1 Boat ..
Craigue, Ellen H „
Lot & build 'g (Henry Hayes)
Crane, William M
3 172a Horace Mclntire -
Crimmins, C. A
Canro & lot—Hersey pasture
1 Boat
Cristal, Philip N
3,4a Camp & lots 3 & 4,
Merrymount
Crosby, Earl L
Camp & lot (Briggs-Fer-
guson )
Crowe, Richard H. & Cecily
SOa Brick House
25a J. A. Eagerly lot
25a Clark lot






7a Lots B, 9, 12, Haverhill
Acres
Wood and lumber _
1 Boat _
Total
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Name and Description
Curtis, Lewis F. Jr „ _






Daniel, J. Felix ... ....




Davis, Dr. Hazelton B
}4a Charles Young „
Davis, Howard C







Doe, Andrew F _..





Dolan, Melvin E. & Marjorie E.
3a Dorsmus camp & lot ....
1 Boat
DollofT, George S. heirs
Camp Beech Pond
Dore, C. O. heirs
50 a Augustus Wiggin
Dore, Wm. P _ „..
Hanson Mill ..
10a Pine lot ..
40a Levi Brown
Doremus, Nell B ^_
2 x 2 a Camp & Deven's Island




Douglas, K. R ~
1 Boat _
Downs, Dustin J. & Olga




































Mark Piper lot „
Drowne, Edwin S. Jr
Camp & lot—Whitten
100 x 200 backland
Dube & Murphy
1 Esso gas pump „ „
Dudley, Guilford T., heirs ..
90a Everett Home
Dunsford, Samuel ~
15a H. F. Hurlburt -
Machinery
5 Boats „
Earle, Benjamin, heirs .....
Camp—Beech Pond (John
Wyllie)
Lot—Beech Pond (Wm. J.
Wyllie)
Eddy, Rhoden B ..
House & camp, Elijah Ken-
ney (Stack)
Emery, Howard
y2 & House & lot -
14a S. J. Thompson
Ericson, Charles A „
20a McKean lot— (S. Mcln-
tire )
Erskine, Marjorie A
50a Fanny Home (Book-
holtz)
Esso Standard Oil Co
2 Pumps
Ethridge, Chas. E. et ux
y4 a Camp & lot — Theo.
Lamprey
Evans, William R. Jr







Camp & lot ....
2 Boats
Feise, Ernest & Dorothy
Echo Island
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Name and Description
Fernandez, Marcello & Mar-
jorie




260a H. McDuffee lot
40a E. McDuffee lot
Fiske, Wallace G
iy2a Lot 7, Haverhill Acres
Fitchet, Seth M. Jr. & Duncan
M





y2 a Camp & lot _
1 Boat
Fester, Ann D
4a I. S. Wiggin—Ide camp




y4a Camp on Hunter prop-
erty
Franconia Paper Corp
175a T h e o. Thompson
(Home)




Fraser, Harold A ..
4a Jane Burleigh






iy2a Camp & lots 12 & 13,
(G. I. Hull)
1 Boat -
Furst, Mrs. William S
y2 a Lot (Narrows)
9a Everett Kersey
Gately, Russell E
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Name and Description
Gately, W. Harold, heirs
23a Henry Hayes
Lot 4 & camp—Candage
George, Ruth
Camp & lot — Merrymount
Gibbs, Katherine S. & Peters
Eleanor S






50a Ben Ham lot
Goodwin, J. Frank, heirs
15a Jane Wiggin
12a I. S. Wiggin
Graham, John
4 Horses
Grebenstein, Susan B „
Chas. Bennett
Greenwood, George L. & Nellie
V4& Butler camp
Gregory, Flora M
la Bowker camp & boat
house ..
Gucker, Louise O., heirs
la Fulton camp & boat
house
Gulf Oil Corp
4 Gasoline pumps & tanks
Guthrie, Charles P
la Galloup camp (Lynch)






Hall, Marjorie L. & Brooks,
Beatrice L





Charles H. Young camp
Hammond, Dr. Elwood J
Lot 10 & camp—Bear Island
Hanson, Lucy A ..
2 Lots 10 & 11 Haverhill
Acres
Total
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Name and Description
Hardy, Arthur C
53a Whortleb'y Is. (Kelley)








l%a Camp, Chas. Mallett,
C. O. Dore ..
1 Boat
Haskell, Alex C ~
Lot 7 — Merrymount
Hayes, C. Willard ~ ~
50' Shoreage—Rosa Hayes
Hayes, Lt. Col. David W
2a W. W. Thomas -
Hayes, Rosa P




Hersey, Irving W - .. ..
140a Andrew Hersey





V2 3b 50' Shoreage—R. Hayes
Higgins, Mae O







Hodges, Burgess G. Lt. Col
30a H. Felker—L. Allen
Hodges, Milton & Elizabeth
Camp & lot — Beech Pond
75a Gilman farm, (Spinka-
Car) .-.
Hodgkins, Woodbury D. and
Margaret W
135a Nat Neal
27y2 a 1/2Pasture (A. N. Dow)
Hodsdon, George M. Jr
80a Jonathan Hodsdon
Hoge, Emily W
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5a Rollins Jones, Sr. (Bush-
nell) 15000
116a W. W. Thomas farm,
(Pelletreau) 2200
2 Boats ,. „ 1700
Howard, Bertha M
8a Will Haley place 3800
Howe, Chester W
Edgerly — Winslade 200
Hubbard, Ward S
Camp & lot, Merrymount 3500
Hubbert, Helen G
V2a Goodell camp & lot 1200
Huber, Dr. William M
Camp — Narrows 6000
la Wm. C. Fleck (Libby) 1000
Hume, Edward L. & Mary
2a Lot & camp — Edwards 650
Humphrey, Gorham W
30a Deep Cove lot 500
25a Chase lot & camp 1000
Humphrey, Mable C
36a Lot on Basin 800
Hurlburt, Henry F. Ill
93a Andrew Thomas farm 10500




y2a Lot A—Hurlburt farm 50
Jackson, Florence S
Lot 18 Bear Island ~ 300
Johnson, Charlton F
Lot 6 Haverhill Acres 1500
Johnson Lumber Co
280a Walter Weeks 300
Johnson, Ruppel
Lot 6 & camp—Doremus-
Hall ~ 2000
Johnston, William J
100a No. 9 900
Jones, George A
































Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Jones, Harold O
Camp Johnsport—F. Wiggin 1600
Jones, Mrs. H. E
la Camp & lots 5 & 6 Merry-
mount 3000
Jones, Russell G
Camp & lot—Beech Pond
(Rosher) 250
Keenan, Arthur C
2y2a Will Swett lot 50
Kelley, Rev. Alden D
3a Louis Waterbury camp 1400
15a Jonathan Hodsdon 150
Kelley, Vernon
1 Boat - 1500
Kells, J. C
iy2a 2 camps—Jane Wiggin 800
Keyes, William A „..




Camp & lot—Mirror Lake 1300
Kruschivitz, Ida
Camp & lot—Fred Wiggin 600
Laase, Yvonne
Camp — Lower Bay 1500
Ladd, Byron A
30a Harvey Ladd 1400
Laing, George
%a Camp—Mazuz field 1500
1 Boat 600





Lawrence, Carl B. & Olive D.





65a Part of Dan Libby 200
Leavitt, Rose I
y4a Will Haley camp 1000
Letoile, Wm. J
3a Luddy camp—Church 8000
1 Boat 100
Levesque, Louis E
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Name and Description




Lindol, Annie F. & Miner, Olga
L _
la Camp & lot
Little. Dr. Clarence C
la Lots 14 & 15 Bear Island
Loftus, George „ _...
20a Fred Moulton, (A. N.
Dow )
Loomis, Paul, heirs - „..
Lot 43, 2 camps, Eear Island
Lord, Frank S. — Trust
33^ a %Mt. lot No. 56
Lothrope, Earl
Camp only—Wawbeek










Camp & Pleasant Island
Hurricane Island „._
Malcolm, Robert D




2 Camps—C. O. Dore-Tower
1 Boat ....
Martin, Ellery L. and Loomis,
John D
Lot 42 & part of 41 (250')
Bear Island
Martin. Ethel






50' Shoreage — Rosa Hayes
Mattlage, Herbert
55a Ralph Bean place
Total




































Camp & lots 195 to 202 inc.
Cow Island -
McDuflee, Gerald
20a J. B. Glidden
McDurTee, Louise
%a Bertha Sawyer —
McGlashen, Geo. A
2a C. Wilcox place
McGregor, Bennett









Meehan, Charles R -






41a y2 int. Nellie Merrifield
place -
Merrill, Henry F
1.7a Renaud camp & 2 lots
Merrymount Associates
Boathouse
Meyer, Max H „





Miller, Harold S. & Ruth H.
Rockaway camp (Home)
Mills, Frank D




% a Camp & lot—Beech Pond
Total
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Name and Description
Milnes, Richard H
Y2a Lot 9 & camp — Bear Is.
Mitchell, Ellen H
50' Shoreage — Rosa Hayes
Moffitt, Laura R





122a Part Charles Bassett
farm
Moore, Alta & Walter
Humphrey camp
Morrison, A. H




12a Part B. M. Brown farm
Munroe, Bertha & Henry
la House and lot, Sadie Mc-
Intire
Munsey, Paul














Camp & lot—S. Hersey
New England Box Co
Lot 60 Ossipee Valley Corp.
(Marble )
100a J. Willand—lot 16




N. H. Electric Co-Op. Inc
Lines & substation
N. H. Sunoco Oil Co
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Name and Description
Opperman, Frederick
Land—F. Church & right
of way
Osborne, Frank N. Jr „
4a Lot & camp — Arthur
Libby ..
Osgood, Alfred E ..
Lot— (Craig ) „
Osgood, Elsa E
Camp & lot—Mark Piper
Osgood, Mary W ~ ~
Camp—Mark Piper ..
Y2 Lot—Mark Piper ..
Osgood, John B




50a Dame lot . ..
Ossipee Valley Land Corp. ......
700a Lots 52, 53, 54, 55, 57,
58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65
35a Anna Neal
30a % Jane Moody
60a A. K. Roberts
Page, Louise & R. Alan .....
23a J. M. Haley—P. Jackson
Palmer, R. N
1 Boat
Parker, L. K ..
Camp & lot 9 & 1/2 of lot 10
(Levitch )
Peterson, Lawrence B ..
7a Home place—Richard-
son . .-
25a Canney lot .. ..
150a Jones lot ..
Peters, Lawrence & Eva
Lot 9—Bear Island
Philbrick, Ruth & Lauzonis,
Sylvia _ - ~.~
22a C. Haley pasture (Tank-
ard & Wray)
Phillips, John
5a Camp & lots 4, 5 & y2of
3 _ (Wm. Hall-Wm. Bix-




30a Fay lot (Britton)
Total
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Name and Description
Poor, Leon M ..
Lot 3, Haverhill Acres .
1 Boat . „ .
Porsen, D. G
3 Boats .
Porsen, D. G. & Gilcrist, Harry
6a W. H. Thompson-Narrows
Porter, Henry P
*





Public Service Co. of N. H
7 Miles line
Flowage rights _
Qua, Clara F. & Edwin F
la C. O. Dore
Quigley, Mrs. Mary F
MarJohn (C. H. Young)
Quimby, Lawton B. & Rosselle
K
Lot 35. Bear Island
Ransom, Horace U
50a John Stevens lot
65a Frye lot . ...
Rau, Albert C
2a John Stackpole (Farring-
ton ) _ _ .
Rau, Dorothy „. .
! oa Part Charles Bennett
field
Rawding. Robert S ...
Camp Wigwam .
Read, Alice G .
3a Charles Read .
Read. Dr. E. A „
1 Boat _
Redmond, John A. & Carolyn
Lot — Theo Whitten
Reed, Raymond D
Camp & lot—Fred Wiggin
Rice, Leonard A





2 a Chas. Young
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->anie and Description
Robblee, Mrs. Margaret
y2a Lot & camp—C. Young
Roberts, Clive M
Lot—Basin—Humphrey
Robertson, Ralph A. & Gladys
M -
2y2a Narrows — E. Hunter




2a Dr. Bradford camp
Rogers, S. J
1 Boat ~ -
Rogers, Charles W. Jr
Lot 11—Remick
Rust, Lottie
Camp & lot ..
Sams, E. C _






14a Part Charles Bassett
farm ..
Sargent, Fred J. & Dorothy B.
Camp & lot
Sault, Raymond G. & Pearl L.





Camp & lots 44 & 45 Bear
Island ..
Lots 46, 47 & 48, Bear Isl
1 Boat ~
Schulte, Louis H. & Van A
3a E. R. Whitten (Brien)
Scott, Clarence & Ethel
100a J. H. Neal home place
—Jordon ....
Scott, C. Walter „
Camp & lot—C. O. Dore —
Harris ..
1 Boat .. .....
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Sibley, Rudolph A





Sleigh, Robert C -
Camp & lot—Wawbeek Rd.
Sliter, Mary Ethel
Lots 16 & 17, Bear Island
Smith, Carl & Margaret
Camp & lot—Rudolph










44a A. W. Swett






Camp & lot 4, Haverhill
A nvpc
Smith, Wendell T. Jr., & Vir-
ginia L
Camp & lots 6 & 7, Eear Isl.
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co
Tanks & pumps ~ _
Somers, Rudolph & Emily






Sparks, Ralph M. & Others
15a Merrymount
Spaulding, Leland
Lot 2 — Candage-Remmick
Spoerl, Walter F. & Emily M.
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Name and Description
Stack, Ena D -
2 Camps
Stackpole, Fred & Rebie
30a Bean lot ..
Stammers, Herman H. & Helen
E ..
Lots 18, 19 & 24, Melvin Gar-
dens
Staples, Frank —







Lot 11 & camp—Merrymount





y2a 2 Camps, Wawbeek Rd.
Camp & guest house (Sliter)
Strubin, Dr. Paul
20a G. I. Hull ..
80a G. I. Hull
1 Boat - -
Sullivan, Rillie D., heirs
3a Banfield Piper
Sweetnam, Dr. George H









Tarbell, Luther L., heirs
la Evelyn Brown
Teichman, Rev. F. W ....
' y2a Camp—Hersey pasture
Thannhauser, S. J „
1 Boat
Thompson, Carrie
70a Moulton lot -
Tibbetts, Anna
Camp—Beech Pond
Tibbetts, Warren L. & Ruby N.
Lot 242—Cow Island
Total
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Name and Description
Tibbetts, Willis F
Camp — Beech Pond, (Als-
trim, Emma C.)
Tobey, Fred C -
840a Lots 68, 69, 72, 73, 74,
75, y2 of lots 70, 71 (T. G.
Plant)
Toland, P. J
2 Lots—C. O. Dore
Tombs, John M
E. R. Whitten -
Drowns camp








2 a Willand Island
Town of Berwick, Maine




Camp & lots 3 & 4—Melvin
Gardens -





2 a Camp—Hersey pasture
Tyler, H. W., heirs
Horace Mclntire
Tyler, Robert & Jane .....
la Lot 8—Bear Island
Ulrich, Harold D
Lot, C. O. Dore (Towers)
1 Boat




Usher, Doris T. & Charles W.
la Woodward camp
Vanalstine, Frederick H





2 Lots 30 & 31, Bear Island
Total
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Xanie and Description
Venable, Janice W
Lot & boathouse — C. O.
Dore
Vose, Ernest M ~
%a Charles Parsons — Bear
Island ......
Wakefield, Clarence, heirs
40a D. D. Wingate—Geo.
Welch ..
—
50a Hersey lot—Geo. Welch
1 Portable mill
Walter, Otto C. & Esther V
15a Daniel Libby
3a John Haley—Abbott —
Ward, Francis
65a J. W. Haley
Wass, Robert H ~
1 Boat
Waters, Herbert B -
1 Boat ..
Waters, Isabel & Greenlaw,
Evelyn W
%a Theo Hunt camp




la Camp & lots 22, 23 & 24,
Bear Island ..
Weeks, Walter I., heirs
67a % Mt. lot No. 56
Weiss, Otto .. - _
1 Boat, "Barbara E"
Welch, Jennie E., heirs .
la Addie Ham ~
47a Woodlot—J. Thompson
Welch, William N. & Eileen
105' Lot — Mark Piper —
Hunter
West, Harry L ...
la New house—Albert Dow
Whitcomb, Marion D
120a Selden Mclntire farm
White, Edna
3 Lots & camp—Hersey pas-
ture
White, Katherine Bryer
35a Stevens lot—Geo. Straw
White Mt. Power Co .
32.54 Miles of line -






































3a Part of Charles Davis
field
Whittier, Jane B
Camp & lot -
Whittle, Milton H
Mirror Lake schoolhouse
Wiegand, Dr. A. J
1 Eoat
Total
Valuation Valuation Total Tax






Lot 2 ( Hall-Doremus I
Williams, Harry H
3a Charles Davis place
Willis, Charles E. & Celia
!
2 a Melyin Gardens
Wilson, Isabel B
3a Camp & lot—Jane Wig-
gin (Bray)
1 Boat
Winchester, Maria L., heirs
23a Farm Island
Winslade, Rev. Taplin J
3a Robert Paige
Witham, Cedric & Francesa
Camp and lots 134 & 135.
Cow Island _
Wolley, Sumner R -
6a Gutekent camp (William
Bixby) lots 1 & 2 & y2 of 3
Wood, Carl A
Grace Wood
Wood. Edna L „




1 Boat _ -
Wooldridge, William W. and
Mary H _....
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Name and Description
Woolsey, Charles D _„
12a Part of E. Woodward
place .. ~
11a John Haley—Miliner
Wright, Arthur E ~
85a Dodge pasture (Vieneld)
Wrye, George E
12a Hitchings camp and new
camp „ „
1 Boat .... -
Wuehrman, Arthur H





Yeaton, Col. Ivan D., Ret
la Helen's Island _ 100 100 2.00
Yerxa, Marjorie S
Store Island (Spear) 50 50 1.00
Young, Marguerite L —
Lot 13—Bear Island 400 400 8.00
Youth Guidance Foundation
179a J. A. Brackett -.- _ 5500
300a Lots 36, 37 & 39 600
30a Ernest Deland -.. 100

























A:;; atar.t. Raymond M. Soldier
30a John Swett
Adjutant, Roscoe V.















Alien. Charles B. Soldier ..
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46a Streeter lot - -




Bean, Milton L. H
32a L. Edgerly (Echo Farm)
195a G. T. Dudley -
Bennett, Carol J
Bennett, David L. Soldier

















Bennett, O. V. heirs
95a John E. Bennett
50a V2 Gilman lot
Bennett, Ralph V. Soldier
8a Meadow
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Name and Description Valuation
Brown, Charles H
220a Beech River farm 1300
Bullock, Charles E. Soldier ..








Bullock, Charles E., II Soldier
Bullock, Phyllis C
Bunce, Jessie
Bunce7 Vincent Soldier -





3a Charles Piper «...
Buschmeyer, Barbara
Buschmeyer, Fred S. Soldier
17a High Pines
Lot 13 & camp—Merrymount
Buschmeyer, Fred S. Jr. Soldier
Buschmeyer, Myrna E
Bushman, Fay
Bushman, Robert J. Soldier
Over exemption
Horner place — -
Bushnell, George H





Buttrick, Cora B. .. ..
Buttrick, Leander C. ....
Camp & lot—Narrows ~~
Tower lot—400' — Narrows
E. E. Fall—M. Reed































2a Home place 1500
Caverly, Walter H. heirs
28a Great Meadow 50
Cellarius, Edna ~
la Mark Piper 1600
Cellarius, Kenneth E
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Chandler, Henry P
Chandler, Henry P. Jr. Soldier
Chandler, John S
Cheney, Earl L
la Gus Bean 500
5a John Bean _ 150
Cheney, Edna Y _
Cheney, Gordon
3a Gus Eean 450
Cheney, Hattie
Cheney, John G
40a 4 5 J. B. Whitten 1760
2 Horses 150
3 Cows 255
Cheney. Isabel L _
Cheney, Pearl
Cheney, Ralph B. Soldier
25a Freeman Gove place 500




10a % J. B. Whitten 440 440 8.80
Chick, Geo. E. Jr. Soldier
Camp & lot 250 250 5.00
Chick, Mrs. Geo Poll
Clark, Ernest C „..
House & lot 6000 6000 120.00
Clark, Emeline H „ Poll
Colby, Howard C. Soldier
l J 2 a House & 4 lots 2400
89a Chas. Copp 600 3000 60.00
Colby, Thelma E Poll
Conant, Dinsmore P. & Wil-
liam J. M 2 Polls
4a Camp & lot _ 6000
1 Boat 700 6700 134.00
Copp, Charles F
6a George Copp 3000 3000 60.00
Cornforth, Lela B Poll
J
2a 2 Camps & lot 1200 1200 24.00
Courtney, Eric, Jr. Soldier
Over exemption
3a Ham field & cottage 300 300 6.00
Courtney, Geraldine Poll
Craig, Gardner S. and Edith
M 2 Polls
74a A. L. Brewster - 2500
Horner mill site 50
Part—Haley place 300
3a Mary Bean 50
Part—Haley Point 2500
2a Leon Shepherd 200 5600 112.00
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Total Total
Name and Description Valuation Polls Valuation Tax
Craigue, Kenneth Poll
Crook, Charles Poll
y8 a John Stackpole 1000 1000 20.00
Crook, Edna S Poll
Crossman, Frances Poll
1 Cow _ 100 100 2.00
Crowe, Ontie Poll
Cummings, Eleanor G Poll
Curry, James J ~~ .... Poll
Curry, M. Adele Poll
2a Whittle camp (Wm. H.
Davis) 10000 10000 200.00
Davis, Albert E. Soldier
115a Wallace place 200 200 4.00
Davis, Arthur B. Soldier
Davis, Beatrice E ~ ~ Poll
Davis, Doris Poll
Davis, Eda M .. - Poll
28a Drew lot 100
10a Pine lot 50
15a A. W. Wiggin 60
30a Peavey lot „ ~ 100 310 6.20
Davis, Eleanor M Poll
7a Horner lot & camp — R.
Thompson 400 400 Exempt
Davis, Flora Poll
Davis, Foster E. Soldier
Davis, Franklin Soldier
Davis, Harry L
6a Gordon Ladd 900
6a Dame field 50
3a Dr. Berry lot 275 1225 24.50
Davis, Roger V Poll
House & lot 1200
Barber shop lot & garage 1500
Garage (Emma Howe) 1500
Stock in trade 800
Tractor 500
Davis, Willis P. Soldier
Dearborn, Estella
3a George Dearborn 700
Dearborn, Louie W ~
8a F. H. Blaisdell 600
10a Gould lot » 200
1 Cow ...... 100
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Name and Description Valuation
Devork, Anthony Soldier
Over exemption
50a R. McKean—Isaac Bick-
ford (Forsyth) 500
Devork. Grace
Dodd, Donald S. Soldier
Dore, Leon E
la Home place ....„ 400
30a Young lot—Seldon Mc-
Intire 200
3 Cows 245
1 Neat stock 65
100 Fowl 50
Dore, Mildred I „
l! 2 a W. P. Willand 30
Doten. Clarence A
Doten, Letita E
Dow, Albert H „
Dow, Albert H., Jr
2a Chas. Ham place 1200
Stock in trade 450
Dow. Alice _
Dow. Ausbrey N
72a Home place 2700
8a R. Hodgdon—J. Q. Haley 100
80a Pasture—W. W. Thomas 500
26a Josie Glidden (Gold-
smith lot) „ ~ 300




Wood & lumber ~ 12800
1 Portable mill 1000
Dow, Bernice H
Dow, Eessie P
la Home place 2500




Dow, Kathryn B _
128a John Neal—Wm. Copp 8000
Dow. Kenneth
Dow, Roland ~ _
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Total Total
Name and D scription Valuation Polls Valuation Tax
Drury, Mrs. Herbert Poll
Dube, Elsie Poll
Dube, Norman W. Soldier ..
46a Harry A. Davis place 2000 2000 40.00
Dube, Norman W. & Raymond
I > _
Craig lot . 500 500 10.00
Edgerly, Alice Poll
Edgerly, John I - Poll
1 Boat - - 150 150 3.00
Edgerly, Edwin B Poll
128a Edgerly farm 4500
la Broadview . 2300
19a Frank Piper 800
10a Clarence Staples 100
25a Piper pasture 100
150a Company lot 600
2 Cows - 250 8650 173.00
Edwards, John T._ Poll
2a Store 1000 1000 20.00
Edwards, Mary W Poll
50a L. Canney 1500 1500 30.00
Eldridge, Carlton O Poll
Camp ... - - 125 125 2.50
Eldridge, Carlton O., Jr. Sol-
dier . ... .
%a Camp _ . 100 100 Exempt
Eldridge, Dana Poll
2 Cows - 190 190 3.80




30a A. W. Swett - 200
y2a Home place . . .... 800 1000 20.00
Emery, Nellie F Poll
Emery, Patricia . Poll
Emery, Wendal
160a Lucy Libby—Chas. Em-
ery . 1700 1700 34.00
Estabrook, George C. Soldier
15a Bean place . 450
30a Lillian Bean 175 625 Exempt
Evans, Frank E „
2a Home place 700 700 14.00
Evans, Freeman S.
la Sullivan House 2200 2200 44.00
Fahlman, Hilda A Poll
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Total Total
Name and Description Valuation Polls Valuation Tax
Fahlman, John R. Soldier
Over exemption „
13a John Thompson—home
place _ „ 1700
40a 2 Pastures—Severance 150
1 Cow 125
300 Fowl 250 2225 44.50
Fahlman, Lucille D. „ » Poll
Fahlman, R. Burke Soldier
Fernald, Walter E
9a Wawbeek .. 9500
Hoagland camp & 2 cabins 4800
C I. Campbell camp „... 3000















2a Hayes Copp 750
Gould, Barbara
Gould, Lebias R
75a Marden lot & house 1500
Greenbank, Florence
Grenbank, Benj. M „ „
2a Fred J. Sargent place 1500
Guppy, Alvin
6a Charles Hersey 150
93 Fowl 43
Haley, Bernard
x 2a Home place 400
Haley, Bernice
Haley, Charles E
40a Isaiah Bean 1000
Haley, Delbert
2a Home place _ 400
Haley, Dora E
Haley, Frances A
3a Home place 800
Haley, Kenneth E
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Name and Description Valuation
Haley, Muriel







24a E. E. Ingalls ~ 500
1 Horse 50
1 Cow - 90
Hanington, Beatrice A
Hanington, Herbert R
3a Upper Bay—Roberts 2800 2800 56.00
Hansen, Carl I Poll
54a Hersey farm (Hadley
Case) 10000
6 Cabins - 2000
9a Meadow 150 12150 243.00
Hansen, Pearl Poll
Hardie, John W. and Irene B. 2 Polls
37a Joseph Blake 2400 2400 48.00
Hardon, Corrinne T
14a Baxter place - 3000
Guest house 1000 4000 80.00
Hartford, Edna Poll
Haven, Sarah K
2 Camps & lot 3000 3000 60.00
Hayes, Carl D. Soldier
Fox tea room 1300 1300 26.00
Hayes, Flora Poll
Hayes, Henry F. heirs
Over exemption
6a Home nlace - 500
2a W. W. Thomas 100 600 12.00
Hayes, Mabel P., Soldier's
widow
Heath, Ethel J _ Poll
Heath, Stanley W Poll
3a Silas Bean—Kling 6000 6000 120.00
Hebert, Omer Soldier
Camp—Levy Ayers 600 600 Exempt
Hebert, Ruth „ Poll
Heinlein, E. E
2a Dana Eldridge 1500 1500 30.00
Helping Hand Society
Building and lot - 500 500 10.00
Hersey, Charles E., heirs
75a Farm 2800
20a Haley lot 50
20a Meadow 50
la Ann Haley 10
74a John Haley 400 3310 66.20








Name and Description Valuation Polls Valuation Tax
Hersey, Edwin C
75a James Bennett 1400
50a Copp lot 300
35a Wingate Edgerly 100
2 Cows 160
2 Neat stock 120
Hersey, Everett U., heirs
137a Jonathan Hersey 2800
Hersey, Hattie B
Hersey, John L _
Hersey, Otis A
124a John L. Hersey 1800
95a Pasture 200
Log Cabin & camps 1200
2 Oxen „ 350
2 Cows 120 3670 73.40
Hersey, Virginia Poll
Hilliard, Margaret „ Poll
la Frank Hilliard _ 5000
Hitchings, Eben E „
Camp—Hersey pasture 2500
Lot— (Wilcox) near DeMolay
Garage 400
Hlushuk, Jack
15a Abbie Hersey 700
Hlushuk, Leora
Hodgdon, Ann M »„
Hodgdon, Edwin J ....
Office 1200
Shop & machinery 1600
Stock in trade 1300
Wood & lumber 360
Hodgdon, F. Herman
90 a Daniel Wiggin 2800
Hodgdon, Forrest W Poll
85a Farm _ 2200
30a Brad Burleigh 100
105a Lyford lot No. 45 200
175a Pond lot 300
50a R. C. Glidden—Palmer 200
5a Whitehouse field 100
5a Palmer field - 200
15a Woodlot 50
50a Ula Bean 50
20a Geo. Bean 40
3 Cows - 450
1 Neat stock 100 3990 79.80
Hodgdon, Frances C Poll
Hodgdon, Glenn F. Soldier
41a y2 int. Nellie Merrifield
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Name and Description Valuation Polls Valuation Tax
Hodgdon, Lizzie
4a Home place . 2200 2200 44.00
Hodgdon, Natt W . Poll
Store & buildings . 2500
3a Andrew Hersey 50
Stock in trade . 2000 4550 91.00
Hodgdon, Raeburn W. Soldier
Hodgdon, Viola .... Poll
Holmes, Edwin A. ~ Poll
la Hannah Edgerly . 2500
2a John Edgerly ..... 25
5a John Edgerly 75 2600 52.00
Holmes, Emma W . Poll
Holmes, Jeanne Poll
Holmes, Sumner M. Poll
100a Wm. Thompson place 1300 1300 26.00
Hooghkirk, Lillian E. . . Poll
Hooghkirk, Norman H ~~ Poll
Frank Staples 900
7a Charles Hersey 100
500 Fowl - 450 1450 29.00
Hooper, Elsworth Poll
Howe, Dorothy R . .. Poll
Howe, Emma . Poll
5a John Hooper 2500 2500 50.00
Howe, Robert D Poll
iy2a House & lot 3000 3000 60.00
Hoyt, Charles S .'
5a Jeptha Bean 200 200 4.00
Hoyt, Frank E
3a Albert Edgerly 600 600 12.00
Hull, Clara, heirs
3a Samuel Piper 1500 1500 30.00
Hull, Manton R. Soldier
20a Part Remmick place,
house and camp 2800
Haigh camp 500 3300 66.00
Hunt, Philip C Poll
7a Camp & lot 350 350 7.00
Hunter, Barbara Poll
Hunter, Bradbury E. Soldier
Over exemption
37a Joshua Tate—Levi Ladd 1200
Wood & lumber 850
Mill 1500 3550 71.00
Hunter, Ernest M Poll
50a Bald Peak Farm 3200
50a W. W. Treat -. 800
17a Gus Bean 100
20a Mark Piper 600
50a Geo. Ladd 100
2 Horses 150
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Name and Description Valuation Polls Valuation Tax
1 Mule _ 75
12 Cows 1500
Wood & lumber 275 6800 136.00
Hunter. Margaret E Poll
Stock in trade _ 400 400 8.00
Hunter, Phyllis Poll
Hunter, Thomas W Poll
130a Home place — Geo.
Fields 1700
32a Remnant 100
25a Fernald lot 100
60a Copp lot 500
Camp 150 2550 51.00
Hurlburt, Blanche B Poll
Hurlburt, Edith Pell
Hurlburt. John Soldier
Johnson. Bertha M Poll
70a Wesley Canney _ 1600
5a Charles Bennett 300
4a Edith Craig 100
5a Straw lot 150
Johnson. Carl B. Soldier




Johnson, C. Wesley, heirs





Part—Lakey farm - 1500
Johnson, Louise P








Kendal. Herbert B. Jr. Soldier
2a Bungalow (Kane) 1200
Kennington, Edith B
!
2 a Williams place 1600
Kennington, Gordon B. Soldier
Kidd, Peter L. Soldier
Camn 250 250 5.00
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King, Kenneth B. Soldier
3a George Morrison 2800
la Carroll Tucker place 700
Kling, Amy
2a Lakey lot & camp 4000
31a Part—Lakey farm 1200
Lots 12 & 13 — Candage -
Home 1000
24a Back land — Candage-
Horne 500
Krey, Arthur W
Krey, Minnie heirs -
44a 2 Camps—J. A. Wendall 8000
Krey, Roger A. Soldier
Kurth, J. Edward Soldier
197a Henry Burleigh 2500
Kurth, Marguerite
Lamprey, Carroll A. Soldier
230a Lamprey farm 2200
80a V2 Mt. lots No. 70 & 71 100




Lamprey, Theodore B. Soldier




%a David Howe 700
Lawless, Francis J
14a Curry camp — Clara
Stidham 10000
25a Manley Brett .. 500
1 Boat 400
Lawless, Mable V
Lawless, Marion F „
Lee, Robert N






la Home place 2500
14a Meadow 50
50a Abel Haley .. 100
Levy, Eugene D
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Libby, Robert C
!
4 a Camp—Selden Mclntire 175
1 Cow _ 120
Litchfield, Joshua Q







50a John D. Morrison 1600
Lovering, Frances W
Lovering, John R. Soldier
3&a Harry Burleigh 1300
Lucas, Carroll F




3 2 2a Home place 1500
Lugg, John J. Soldier
Marsh, Dexter H _
2a Two Acre Farm 1600
Marsh, Ruth
Martin, Marcia
55a Willand lot 500
Martin, Walter F. Soldier
Over exemption
3a W. P. Willand _ 200
Matthews, Eleanor L
Over exemption
3a Estella Gordon 900
Matthews, Leroy A. Soldier
Mclntire, Delma Poll
14a Dearborn Hodgdon 1600
50a Canney lot 100
95a Wingate lot 300
Mclntire, Eunice
Mclntire, Sadie B
Camp & lot 150
Mclntire, Selden heirs
35a Canney lot - 100
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Mitchell, Patricia Poll
14a Haley Point—Lanes End
Camps 12800 12800 256.00
Mitchell, Ray Poll
Mitchell, Thomas O Poll
la Chas. Hersey 1500 1500 30.00
Mixer, Clarence M. Soldier
50a Home place—Jonathan
Morrison 3200
19a Agnes Eaton 150




16a Libby lot . ~~ 1000
Camp & lot—Chas. Young-
A. Hersey 1200 10450 209.00
Mixer, Julia M Poll
Morgan, Eleanor B Poll
Morgan, Lloyd C. Soldier
Over exemption
50a Elm House 1500
Morrill, Ethel & Gene ~ 2 Polls
la Camp & lot 49—Bear Is. 2500
Morris, Alfred G Poll
Morris, Dorothy Poll
Morris, Hattie, heirs
la Home place - 500
Morris, R. Graydon Poll
Camp—F. Bennett 75
Motley, Harry D. & Louise W.
2a L. Gould lot 150
Motley, Louise W Poll
la Camp & lot—Luella Mc-
Intire - 550
Mugridge, Donald _ Poll
y2a Levi Ayers 600
Mugridge, Eleanor Poll
Myers, Ada G Poll
Myers, Louis A Poll
House & lot— (Craig) 4000 4000 80.00
Nelson, Cora A. & Howard 2 Polls
2a Winona Manor—Glidden 2800 2800 56.00
Newell, Leonard D Poll
5a House & lot—Narrows 1200 1200 24.00
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Nielsen, Harry & Long, Joseph,
Soldiers
Over exemption
12a Red Gate 9000
Nourse, Chester L -
100a D. D. Wingate 8000




2a Home place _ 1300
Lunch room (Stackpole) 1500
Parker, Helen
Parker, Henry E
3a John Wiggin 800
Patten, Gladys




Piper, Carrie S., heirs
110a Charles Low 1900
Piper, Ernest B. Soldier
Over exemption
5a House & store 1000
Stock in trade 1500
Piper, John F
3a Everett Piper - 900







2 a Daniel Fernald .. 4500
Shop lot 100
Bennett mill site 250
Pratt, Chester J
40a Capt. Wiggin farm
(Chick) 2500
1 Cow „ 90
Pratt. Lisette
Priest, Warren A
Camp & lots 7 & 8, Melvin
Garden 1400
Prouty, Gardner E. Jr., Soldier
Museum Lodges Inc .. 14500
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Reed, Frank




Reed, Norman E. Soldier
Over exemption
la Vona Knowles — McGee 1200
Rich, Alberta A
Rich, Nelson B
32a Camp—Addie West 600
50a Charles Pinkham 1400
1 Cow 110
Richardson, F. A. Jr
Camp & lot—C. O. Dore 1300
Richardson, Loucille
Richardson, Maud B. & George
L., Soldier -
Over exemption
la Rau cottage 800
550 Fowl 500
Riddle, Emma W
67a James Doe farm 1600
Blacksmith shop (C. Hersey) 200





25a A. E. Shannon 1000
Roberts, George A
40a A. K. Roberts—camp 300 300 6.00
Robie, Marion H Poll
y2a Store—Stockbridge 2600
Island & Garage 200
84a Dame lot - 100
Stock in trade 3500 6400 128.00
Robie, Marion H. & Greben-
stein, Susan B
20a Copp field 1500 1500 30.00
Rockwell, Everett Soldier
Over exemption
%a House & lot—Cummings
Chisholm 700 700 14.00
Rockwell, Miriam Poll
Rollins, George A. Soldier
Rollins, Nana B Poll
Rosell, Charles F. Soldier
Over exemption
4y2a Camp & lot—C. John-
son 1000 1000 20.00
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Rudolph, Gerald F. Soldier
y2& House & lot—Atherton-
Geo. Straw 500
Rudolph, Mary
Ryder, Arthur A. Jr
50a Everett Home 7000
la Lot—Beech Pond 100
75a Home lot, (John Neal) 300
Ryd-sr, Elizabeth M
Sanderson, Harold A
Lot 53 & 3 camps, Bear Is. 1500
Sanderson, Priscilla N
Sargent, Harold C ..
V2a Home place— (R. Butler) 1200
22a Part Brad Burleigh 75
30a Richardson lot 150
30a Ernest Deland lot 200
30a Thompson lot 200
Schofleld, Leigh
Harry White camp 2000
Senior, Helen G
Senior, Walter M












Lots 56 & 57, Bear Island 300
60a Annie Ladd—County Rd. 400
Shepherd, Leon F
la Home place 3000
la 2 Camps 1600
Pillsbury lot 650
45a Horace Walker — Mark
Piper 1200 6450 129.00
Skinner, Herbert I Poll
Skinner, Marion Poll
Smith, Arthur B Poll
3a Home place _ 450 450 9.00
Smith, Bertha Poll
Smith, Clifton E Poll
la Deland lot and camp 350 350 7.00
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24a Home place—Guppy 900
75a Guppy lot 100
Staples, Edward A
Bullfinch camp & cottage 3500





3a Rose Merritt 650
Stillings, Rufus
Stockman, Doris
Stockman, Frank L. Soldier
15a Charles Wallace 1300
1 Cow 150
180 Fowl 130
Stockman, Frank L. Jr. Soldier
97 a Home place—Thompson 1000
3 Cows - 450
550 Fowl ....„ 500
Exemption 1000 950 19.00
Stockman, Muriel Poll
Stockman, Philip A. Soldier
3a Albert Davis lot (Wallace) 50
1 Neat stock 100
500 Fowl 450 650 Exempt
Straw, Barbara Poll
Straw, Hattie Poll
Straw, Robert W. Soldier
Over exemption
44a Home place (Leander
Wiggin) 1000
3a Arthur Wiggin lot 300
24a Charles Young lot 600
Camp—Young lot 600
la Lucas field 50
Teague, Cecilia F
Thomas, Donald E -
la Store & house (Sullivan) 5500




Thomas, Capt. Lloyd, et ux,
Soldier -
Camp & 3 lots 5000
Thompson, Alice
Thompson, Carrie A
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Thompson, Simon B., heirs
155a Farm 1200
Thompson, Simon T
la Gordon Ladd 400
Trick. Elsa M
16a Big House—F. Wiggin 3000
2a Cottage 1400
Tuftonbcro Grange Hall
3a Hall and lot 1000
Tupeck, Bernice
Tupeck, Carolyn
Tupeck, Henry S. Soldier




2a Home place 200
50a J. H. Young 150
1 Cow _ 100 450 9.00
Tanner, Harry C
10a John McNeal 2200
7a C. H. Young „ 2200
la Harry Straw 100
19a Eaton 100
Tuttle, Eugene
6a Home place 1300
Tuttle, Elizabeth S
Vianello, George L




13a Carrie Whitney 1000
Ward, Lillian T „
2a Baxter lot (West) - 200
Watson, Alfred O
Home place 800
2a Chas. Davis field 100
Watson, Cecile M
95a Joseph Burleigh farm 1100
:
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Total Total
Name and Description Valuation Polls Valuation Tax
Welch, Blanche _ Poll
Welch, George, heirs




7a Clark lot & camp 150
Weston, Jennie
Weston, Dr. Wm. H ..
Hubbard camp (Spalding) 7500
White, Lewis B




Stock in trade 950
Whitten, Charles F
50a Jonathan Hersey 150
25a Peter B. Hersey 150




Whitten, Joseph W -
100a Hamilton Hersey 2400
28a Elisha Woodworth 100
25a Everett Hersey 40
25a l/2 Peter B. Hersey 150
40a John Wiggin 100
50a Charles Piper (Sant) 100
13 Cows 1600
5 Neat stock .... 450
2 Horses 150
Whitten, Mamie
50a Tom Wiggen lot 150
20a Jerroll lot 50
Whitten, Theodora H ..
100a Shore Acres 6000




2 Cows - 170
Wiggin, Harold I
y2 a Home place 800
Lot—Craig 150
Camp - 100
Stock in trade 3000
Wiggin, Thelma -
4a Ferguson House 2500
Wilcox, Nell






























































2a Land As buildings








15a Home place—Nat Neal
27 : 2 a l 2 Pasture A. N. Dow
12a l 2 Ingalls lot -..
Wood. William H. Jr.. Soldier
Over exemption
200a Home place — Sargent
Woodmancy. Florence
50a John R. Wendal
Wrye, Blaire C
Young, Mrs. Etta M.. heirs
1 Camp—Narrows ( Hersey -
Young i __.
Young. Royal P., heirs
46a George Young
55a John Ayers
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PART ONE
ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION







EUGENE TUTTLE, Chr. Term Expires 1952
KENNETH C. DOW Term Expires 1953
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B. REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
Your school is being conducted efficiently again
this year under the direction of Mr. Rockwell. Your
children are fortunate to have Mr. Rockwell, Mrs.
Colby and Mrs. Brooks as their classroom teachers
again this year. Mrs. Armstrong, Mr. Guarino and
Mr. Marrer come to your school one half day each
week. Mr. Guarino replaces Miss Hand who left in
September to be married. Mrs. Armstrong has been
able to teach cooking, as well as sewing this year, in
the new kitchen built last summer. The two new stoves,
one electric the other gas, paid for from the Brewster
Trust Funds are a fine addition to the facilities for
the teaching of home economics. Instrumental instruct-
ion has been added for those children who have instru-
ments.
Miss Wiggin and Mrs. Smith with the assistance
of so many of you are again providing the pupils with
excellent noon lunches. The new kitchen facilities have
made their job easier. The deep freeze purchased
through Hot Lunch funds serves as a place to store
food and permits Mrs. Armstrong to teach your chil-
dren to use this modern addition to the home.
Your board trusts that the big hole dug last fall
may take care of your septic tank problems for many
years to come.
The enrollment in your school has been growing
slowly. In September you had 85 pupils in attendance.
This is 13 more than you had two years ago. The
school census indicates that the enrollment will con-
tinue to increase for several years. As the number
grows larger the teachers will have less time for each
pupil. This brings us to the problem of how large the
classes can become before we add another teacher.
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When the history of education is written for this
last year, two items will no doubt have a prominent
place. The first might be entitled, "NOW IT CAN BE
TOLD."
For several years a number of organizations have
been publishing and distributing material harmful to
our schools. Some of these materials have been prepared
by persons known to be subversive by the F.B.I, while
other materials have come from individuals who have
for years made their livelihood by attacking some
special group. In September, 1951, the McCall Maga-
zine published an article by Arthur D. Morse entitled
"Who's Trying to Ruin Our Schools," which exposed
the great movement against our public schools.
This should serve as a warning to all of us. While
we all know that good schools are necessary in a
democracy, sometimes we take them for granted.
Constructive criticism is always desirable, but material
which attempts to destroy must not be tolerated. New
Hampshire citizens have been receiving their share
of this material.
Toward the close of the year, the second thing
happened. The National Association of Manufacturers
announced a program which they would carry on for
the support of our public schools. The cooperation of
this powerful organization should be a distinct help
to public education. The resolution passed recently by
this group sums up the responsibility of business men
in these words : "Business enterprises must find a way
to support the whole educational program effectively,
regularly, and now."
The supply of teachers continues to decrease and
the demand grows greater each year. No less an author-
ity than the United States Chamber of Commerce
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reveals these facts in their December, 1951 bulletin,
"News and Cues."
"Teachers colleges suffered the largest over-all
decrease—11%—and the largest drop in freshmen
enrollment—16%. These figures suggest that teaching
continues to be less attractive to young people than
other professions. All citizens who believe in com-
pulsory public education should be concerned about
the continuing shortage of elementary teachers which,
as this survey shows, may grow worse."
Satisfactory pay and pleasant working conditions
are the only things which will change this trend.




A. TEACHERS AS OF SEPTEMBER, 1951
Teacher Position Enrollment
Everett Rockwell, Principal and Grades VI, 10
VII 8
VIII 12
Mrs. Violet Armstrong, Home Making
Mrs. Wanda Brooks, Grades I 14
and II 7
Mrs. Thelma Colby, Grades III, 9
IV, 12
and V 13
Miss Mary Hand, Music Supervisor
Henry Guarino (Oct.)












A. ANNUAL REPORT OF DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1950-1951
Cash on hand June 30, 1950
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 27 39
Received from Selectmen:
Current appropriation $27179 00
Income from Trust Funds 1500 00
Received from State Treasurer 769 65
Received from all other sources 65 00
$29514 15
Total Amount Available for Fiscal
Year (Balance and receipts) $29541 54
Less School Board Orders Paid 29401 30
Balance on Hand as of June 30, 1951
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AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records
of the treasurer of the school district of Tuftonboro,
of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year






B. FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SCHOOL BOARD




National School Lunch $769 65 $769 65
Local Taxation:
Current Appropriation $27179 00 $27179 00
Other Sources
:
Trust Funds $1500 00
Other 65 50
$1565 50
Total Receipts $29514 15
Cash on Hand at Beginning of Year,
July 1, 1950 27 39
GRAND TOTAL $29541 54




Salaries of district officers
Superintendent's Salary
Total H. S. Elem.
$ 251 00 $ 42 67 $ 208 33
(Local) 383 63
Tax for state wide supervision 216 00
Salaries of other administrative
personnel 178 10
Supplies and expenses 285 59
INSTRUCTION:
Teachers' Salaries 8058 21
Books and Other instructional
aids 281 16
Scholars' supplies 555 71
Supplies and expenses 58 73
OPERATION OF SCHOOL PLANT:
Salaries of janitors 1400 00
Fuel or heat 1012 68
Water, light, supplies &
expenses 396 96











Ins., treas. bonds, expenses
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
Lands and new buildings










































Total Payments for All Purposes $29401 30 $4638 43 $24762 87
$140 24
Cash on Hand at End of Year
June 30, 1951
GRAND TOTAL $29541 54
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BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
Cash on Hand June 30, 1951 $140 24
Total Assets $140 24
LIABILITIES
Amount Reserved for Special
Purposes: Brewster Fund S64 00
Total Liabilities 864 00
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C. PARTIAL BREAK-DOWN OF EXPENDITURES
FOR THE SCHOOL YEARS 1950-51 and 1951-52
1950-51 1951-52
1. District Officers:





c. Clerk — Edwin Hersey
d. Treasurer — Mary J. Blake




Attendance Officer — Kenneth
Dow
g. Census: Everett Rockwell









Henry Guarino (E. 10-8-51)






*For keeping school board accounts.
70 00 70 00
Plus 30 00
50 00 60 00
60 00 60 00
10 00 5 00
40 00 50 00
3 00 4 50
3 00 4 50
10 00 10 00
20 00
400 00 400 00
2200 00 2300 00
2200 00 2300 00
350 00 400 00
51
2500 00 2800 00
375 00
i 400 00 400 00
H-- 1448 00 1448 00
E--1448 00 1648 00
1000 00 1000 00
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PART FOUR
CHILD ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICS
A. STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 1951




Aggregate attendance in half days 25,572
Per cent of attendance 96.51
Pupils not absent nor tardy 10
Cases of tardinesses 9
Average number of tardinesses per pupil .13
Non-Resident Pupils
Pupils transported at district expense 70
Visits by superintendent 63
Average number of visits of superintendent
per teacher 21
Visits by citizens 32
Visits of board members 18
Meetings of school board 8
Number of pupils promoted 63
Number of pupils not promoted 3
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3g>8 9 1*8US 1° 5? fi iJ rn X
1
10
Total 195 92 103 87 32
Number of Handicapped Children Found
:
From 5 to 16 — 1
October 22, 1951
13
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PART FIVE
AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES AND REPORTS
A. REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE FOR 1951
Number of physicals by Dr. Gregory 49
Number examined by Nurse 78
Defects found at physicals
:
Orthopedic 2 Overweight 3
Tonsils 4 Skin 2
Heart Ailments 1
I would like to take this opportunity to congratu-
late those who help with the hot lunch program. It
is certainly a program to be proud of and those of you
who have not had the opportunity to see or have one of
these good meals have a treat in store.
It is very hard to report on School Nursing for it
is nearly all routine work. A very successful dental
clinic was held and, of course, the Fluorine treatment
in Wolfeboro. Physicals were done this year in only
the first, third, fifth and seventh grades, which is the
usual procedure in most school systems.
In January, Mrs. Armstrong of the Home
Economics Department, and I will start a personal
hygiene class for the upper grade girls. These classes
include posture, grooming and good health habits, with
movies to accompany them.
My thanks to the School Board, Superintendent
and teachers for their help and cooperation.
Respectfully submitted.
AVIS McAULEY, R. N.,
School Nurse
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PART SIX
SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1952 - 1953
Principals' Meeting















(Days lost on account of bad weather will be made
up beginning June 15th if necessary to complete 180
days of school)
.
Teachers may attend State Teachers' Convention
one day, appropriate County Institutes and Workshops
totaling five days. These days are counted as part of
the 180 days of school required by law.






























WARRANT, SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the
Town of Tuftonboro, N. H., qualified to vote in district
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall
in said district on the 11th day of March, 1952 at 2:00
o'clock in the afternoon to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for
the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other officers or agents of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees, or officers heretofore chosen, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors, and Committees
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in relation to any subject embraced in this Warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for
the salaries of school district officials and agents, and
for the payment of statutory obligations of the district,
and to authorize the application against said appropri-
ation of such sums as are estimated to be received
from the state equalization fund together with other
income; the school board to certify to the selectmen
the balance between the estimated revenue and the
appropriation, which balance is to be raised by taxes
by the town. ($34,471.00 figures of the Budget Com-
mittee.)
9. To transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Tuftonboro, N. H.,
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